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MAKE YOUR
HONDA
TRULY
YOURS
What is better than Honda Genuine Accessories
to make your Honda truly yours? For extra
luggage capacity, improved comfort,
rugged protections, extended performance
or just an even better looking scooter,
we have everything covered. Built with the
same attention to detail as your Honda,
supported by a 2-year warranty (*), our
accessories will suit perfectly your scooter
and add to its value. Ask your local Honda
Dealer. He knows how to make your Honda
scooter truly yours.
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(*) 2-year warranty applicable only on genuine accessories.
Special conditions apply on accessories developed with Honda
partners. Ask your local dealer for more details.
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ACCESSORIES
FORZA 300
KEY FEATURES

PGM-FI

HECS3

LED

MAX POWER
OUTPUT

18.5

kW
@ 7,000 rpm

FULL-FACE HELMETS
UNDERSEAT STORAGE

CITY GRIP TYRES

2

MICHELIN™

LED

ABS

HSTC

EAW

2XHLMT

SMK
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ACCESSORIES
FORZA 125 / FORZA 300

LUGGAGE

996 € / 71,50 €

295 €

61 €

134 €

35L TOP BOX REAR CARRIER

45L TOP BOX KIT

35L TOP BOX KIT

35L TOP BOX INNER BAG

08ESY-K40-TB19ZB

08HME-K40-F30ZA

08L09-MGS-D30

08L70-K40-F00

Pack containing all required components to install the colour
matched 45L smart key top box on the unit: black top box base,
matching colour cover (see below), pad, lid opener and rear carrier.
4 colours available for FORZA 300:
- Mat Cynos Gray Metallic (TB19ZB) | Mat Pearl Cool White (TB19ZE)
Crescent Blue Metallic (TB19ZF) | Pearl Nightstar Black (TB19ZG)
5 colours available for FORZA 125:
- Mat Carnelian Red Metallic (TB19ZA) | Mat Cynos Gray
- Metallic (TB19ZB) | Black (TB19ZC)
- Mat Lucent Silver Metallic (TB19ZD) | Mat Pearl Cool White (TB19ZE)

With 35L of carrying capacity, this top box can easily store
1 full-face helmet or 2 open-face helmets. Easy to lock or
detach thanks to its Quick-Lock system. Top box lid produced
in matching colours (see below).Top box pad, lock, key set and
rear carrier included.
2 colours available for FORZA 300:
- Mat Cynos Gray Metallic (F30ZA)
- Mat Pearl Cool White (F30ZD)
3 colours available for FORZA 125:
- Mat Cynos Gray Metallic (F30ZA)
- Black (F30ZB)
- Mat Pearl Cool White (F30ZD)

Black nylon bag with silver honda logo on front pocke.
Expandable from 15 to 25L. The front pocket can contain
an A4-size file. Comes with adjustable shoulder
belt and carrying handle.

Injection-moulded resin rear carrier that includes a
fixation hardware. For 35L top box only.

45L TOP BOX BACKREST
08L76-K40-F70

Comfortable backrest that can be installed
on the 45L Smart key top box (sold separately)
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COMFORT, SECURITY & MAINTENANCE

323 €

GRIP HEATERS
08ESY-K40-HG19

Extremely slim heated grips with integrated control for maximum comfort and design
integration. Smart heat allocation that focusses on the area of the hands most
sensitive to cold. 5 step variable heating levels with integrated circuit to protect the
battery from draining. This pack contains all required components to install the grip
heaters (grip heaters, attachment, high temperature handgrip cement)

118 €

U-LOCK 120-340
08M53-KAZ-800

Tamper-resistant barrel key U-lock that fits
under the seat.

88 €

OUTDOOR CYCLE COVER
08P34-BC3-801

Protects paintwork against U.V. rays. Water-resistant breathable fabric that
allows the bike to dry while covered. Rope to tighten the cover to avoid fluttering.
Two holes in front lower area for easy introduction of U-lock.

FORZA 300

Pearl Nightstar Black

Crescent Blue Metallic
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ACCESSORIES
PCX125
KEY FEATURES

PGM-FI

HECS3

LED
LED

ABS

4

EURO

STORAGE

FUEL
CONSUMPTION

BRAKE SYSTEM

1

2.1

ABS

Full-face
Helmet

l/100 km

ISS

EURO 4

V-MAT

HLMT
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ACCESSORIES
PCX125

LUGGAGE

241 €

44 €

35L TOP BOX KIT

TOP BOX BASE

08ESY-K96-TB18

08L71-K35-J01

35L of carrying capacity Top Box that can store 1 full-face helmet and more.
Lid painted in mat cynos grey. Quick-locking and easily detachable.
This kit includes the 35L Top Box, its base and a key cylinder.

Injection-moulded resin rear carrier needed to install
the 35L Top Box.

COMFORT

225 €

331 €

106 €

WIND SHIELD KIT

GRIP HEATERS KIT

SCOOTER BLANKET

Specially engineered for PCX 125, this windshield features
a sporty look that complements the scooter’s styling.
Dimensions: 566x466x4mm. All components required to
install the windshield are included.

The grip heater warms up the right and left grips of the handlebar for comfortable riding on a cold day. The grip
heater switch is located on the right handlebar pipe. The attachment kit and the harness are included in the kit.

Black water-repellent fabric with zips. Insulated
lining for extra warmth. Includes a chest cover for
additonal protection and a seat cover to keep the
seat dry when parked.

08R70-K96-T00
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08T70-K96-J00

08T56-KRJ-800

ACCESSORIES PACKS
PCX125

TOURING PACK

CONTENT

08HME-K96-TO18

•
•
•

35L Top Box Kit
Windshield Kit
Grip Heaters

PRICES

Pearl Cool White

€
€ 716
640,00

Pearl Splendor Red
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ACCESSORIES
SUPER CUB
KEY FEATURES

PGM-FI

SMK

LED
LED

ABS

4

EURO
17 in

WHD

ENGINE

MAX TORQUE

125

10.4

cc

EURO 4

KERB WEIGHT
Nm
@ 5,000 rpm

109

kg

LUGGAGE

104 €

REAR CARRIER

Pearl Niltava Blue

Pearl Nebula Red

08L70-K0G-910

Chrome plated High-quality Rear Carrier provides secure additional storage space.
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HONDA
TECHNOLOGY

Honda has developed and applied many innovative technologies for its
motorcycle range, designed to have the greatest possible benefit for you
and the world around you.

ANTI-LOCK BRAKING SYSTEM

IDLE STOP SYSTEM

COMBINED BRAKE SYSTEM

USB CHARGING

Reduces braking pressure by monitoring the wheel speed, preventing
the wheels from locking up.

Automatically stops the engine running after three seconds at idle
and restarts it instantly with a twist of the throttle, helping to reduce
emissions and fuel consumption.

Actuates both front and rear brakes when the rear brake pedal (or
lever) is engaged, for a smooth and confident balance of braking
control.

We’ve subtly integrated a USB socket into the under-seat storage
compartment. No need for an adaptor; simply connect your device’s
lead, plug it in, and go.

DUAL CLUTCH TRANSMISSION

Combines the riding enjoyment of a manual transmission with the
convenience of an automatic, delivering enhanced comfort and sporty
performance.

4

EURO

EURO

LED LIGHTS

LED

EURO 4

PROGRAMMED FUEL INJECTION

EURO 5

SHOW A DUAL BENDING VALVE

HONDA EVOLUTIONAL
CATALYSING SYSTEM

SMART KEY

Oxygen-sensing system maintains an optimal air/fuel mixture for the
most effective catalytic reduction of exhaust emissions.

This innovative technology improves both convenience and security. As
long as your key is in your pocket or bag, you can release the seat and
start the engine with the press of a button.

HONDA IGNITION SECURITY SYSTEM

V-MATIC TRANSMISSION

Complies with EURO 4 emissions regulations.

Map-type computerised system maintains strong power and responsive
performance in all conditions.

Complies with EURO 4 emissions regulations.

Showa Dual Bending Valve forks improve ride comfort and handling
by delivering proportional rebound damping with firmer compression
damping.

Only allows the bike to be started by its original encoded keys to
effectively protect against theft.

HELMET STORAGE

Large storage space for 2 full-face helmets.

Belt-converter transmission with advanced three-stage operation
provides seamless shifting throughout a wide range of speeds
delivered with twist-and-go ease.

G

MODE

G MODE

Triggered by a switch on the instrument panel, G Mode improves
traction and machine control by reducing clutch slip during gear
changes.

HELMET STORAGE

PRO-LINK® REAR SUSPENSION

ELECTRIC WINDSCREEN

HONDA SELECTABLE TORQUE CONTROL

LCD

17 INCH WHEEL

Large storage space for a full-face helmet.

Monoshock rear suspension utilises a triangular linkage system to
progressively increase damping force through range of rear swingarm
movement.

Offers wind and weather protection raised and a sense of freedom
when lowered.

Sharp and clear information and warning lights presented in a rich and
easy to read display
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Brighter and more energy efficient than traditional bulbs, with no time
delay and a longer life.

If the Honda Selectable Torque Control (HSTC) system senses an
imminent loss of rear wheel traction it reduces torque to allow the
tyre to grip.

17 in

Large diameter front wheel give extra stability over rough or cobbled
city streets and therefore confident, reassuring handling.

HONDA DCT
DUAL CLUTCH
TRANSMISSION

FREEDOM

DCT is an automated clutch and shift operation
system that retains the direct acceleration feel
of a manual transmission with the ease of use of
an automatic. DCT allows the rider to focus on accelerating,
turning and braking, rather than gear shifting. This increases
confidence and control for the rider. DCT technology takes
the joy of riding and controlling your machine to the next level.

CONTROL

2 AUTOMATIC MODES

Ride without concerning yourself with
the clutch lever and shift pedal, for
smooth and seamless gear changes.

Switch between auto and manual mode
to suit any riding environment. Eliminate
shift shocks like an expert biker.

S -Sport- For a more relaxed driving style.
D -Drive- For relaxed city and highway driving.

1 MANUAL SELECT MODE
MT, with change of gear via left command.

NEW G SWITCH
Improves rear wheel traction when off-road.
Only for Africa Twin & X-ADV

DCT RANGE

VFR1200X

NC750X

NC750S

AFRICA TWIN
ADVENTURE
SPORTS

AFRICA TWIN

INTEGRA

X-ADV

GL1800 GOLDWING
(3RD GEN,
7 SPEED DCT)
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DREAMS
REALLY DO
COME TRUE
Soichiro Honda said,

‘We only have one future, and it will
be made of our dreams, if we have the
courage to challenge convention.’
Honda’s philosophy in dreaming of a better world for people
catalysed the invention of the ASIMO, HondaJet, NSX and the
legendary Africa Twin. Dreams can be powerful, they push
you to achieve more, to explore new ideas, new technologies
and uncover new ways of solving problems. It takes independent thinking and audacity to pursue dreams. It also takes
passion and innovation to never allow the dream to die and to
shape them into a reality for the modern-day world.
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